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Results
We delivered 80 appointments
at a corporate level over a 12 
month period which resulted
initially in 660 units being sold.

As our clients were pioneers in As our clients were pioneers in 
the field of managing work
related road safety and one of 
the first companies to provide a 
solution they were very
impressed with such quick
results and considering the bill results and considering the bill 
had yet to be passed they were 
over the moon to have clients 
using the system.

Background
Our client is the largest independent fleet management 
company in the UK managing over 45’000 vehicles. They 
provide a range of services including vehicle funding, 
service and maintenance management, accident man-
agement and risk management.

To combat a forthcoming change in law relating to 
health & safety whilst driving at work, this company
created an online management tool for effectively
monitoring the performance of both vehicle and driver 
to highlight and eliminate potential risk.

Need
The aim was to introduce this new innovative online 
management tool to any company with a fleet larger 
than 50 vehicles and obtain appointments at 
director/senior management level; these could be
financial, health & safety or HR contacts.

The programme had to embrace all employees driving The programme had to embrace all employees driving 
on business so this covered everyone from Managing 
Director to delivery driver.

Solution
Firstly we had to understand the potential change in 
law and how this had come about which we did by
researching industry and Health & Safety publications.

With risk management covering all areas of the
business we had to tailor our conversations to suit the business we had to tailor our conversations to suit the 
prospect. A Health & Safety approach saw the
emphasis on Risk Management whereas a financial
approach saw the focus change to how the programme 
would save money by reducing costs in areas such as
accidents, insurance and fuel consumption.
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